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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
“For new digital healthcare technologies to reach their full potential and deliver significantly better
patient outcomes…the whole health and care system will need to anticipate and plan for the future.”
(p. 11) 1
The age of artificial intelligence*1(AI) is emerging across the globe, and Canada is at its forefront. AI
enables computer systems to perform activities that usually require human intelligence. To maintain
its leadership edge, the federal government launched the $125 million Pan-Canadian AI Strategy in
2017, becoming the first country in the world to announce a national strategy to advance AI research
and innovation in a number of areas, including health. Globally, investment in artificially intelligent
health technologies (AIHT) is predicted to exceed $36 billion by 2025. This trend is due in part to
growing demand from the public for a modernized health system. According to a 2019 survey,
Canadians support the use of AIHTs to augment patient care and health outcomes.
As the public’s demand for these technologies grows, the Canadian clinical landscape will likely
undergo significant changes that will have a ripple effect across all health sectors and across all
domains of the nursing profession. Further, it is foreseeable that the nursing-AI interface will include
non-traditional forms of caring, likely altering the nurse-patient relationship and potentially affecting
the delivery of person- and family-centred compassionate care. The emerging future constitutes a
major paradigm shift that necessitates strong and proactive nursing leadership—in all roles and
sectors—to inform discussions about opportunities and challenges for patient care and the
profession; enabling a collective vision.
This report, underpinned by a scoping review, provides pertinent information to stimulate critical
reflection and fuel these discussions. Readers will find an overview of emerging AIHTs that are likely
to influence nursing practice in the near future. The implications of these emerging trends across the
care continuum and all domains of nursing are discussed in detail. Although much of the discussion
centres on nursing within the context of the Ontario health system, these technologies will impact all
jurisdictions and all health professions.
RNAO and AMS believe nurses have a shared responsibility to assess the ethical, health, and cost
benefits of emerging AIHTs, and to successfully integrate those technologies it deems beneficial for
nursing care to positively impact patients, communities and health-system outcomes. This report is
our urgent call for our profession to engage and prepare for the emerging future. Whereas there is
consensus that AIHTs, such as robots, will not directly replace nurses, it is imperative that nurses
proactively and clearly articulate how person- and family-centred compassionate care will be
conceptualized and delivered at the interface between nurses and AIHTs. This emerging future
demands timely, strong and proactive nursing leadership, especially in education, administration and
practice. Such leadership will advance well-informed and ethical discussions and influence decisions
about the components of nursing care that can be safely performed by robotic devices as well as
those that can be enhanced by predictive analytics. Proactive leadership is also required to advocate
for those non-negotiable aspects of care that must be performed by nurses to ensure safe, ethical,
high-quality, clinical and compassionate, person-centred care.
In all clinical contexts, executive leadership is required to: actively champion and guide the nursingAI interface; encourage and support the contribution of nurse leaders in all roles and levels of an
organization–-from the board rooms to the front-lines of care; and ensure appropriate patient
engagement throughout the technology lifecycle. In large health organizations, the implementation of
these complex technologies will necessitate governance structures that integrate nursing informatics
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roles such as chief nursing informatics officer to assist nursing and other executive leaders to make
informed clinical and business decisions as well as to lead the technical aspects of implementation.
It is important for executive leadership to advocate for technology-related governance structures that
include these roles and afford nurses decision-making authority.
In nursing education, nurses and nursing students require the strong leadership of nurse educators
in academic institutions and clinical practice to proactively prepare them to provide safe, ethical,
high-quality care—that is person-centred and compassionate—in environments enriched by AIHTs.
Contemporary nursing curricula must incorporate innovative pedagogies that build capacity in basic
health informatics competencies, data/digital literacy, and data governance. Interprofessional
educational opportunities that combine nursing and engineering principles are also needed to equip
nurses with knowledge and skills in user-centred design principles to enhance their contributions as
co-designers and co-developers of AIHTs.
Proactive nursing leadership is also essential to formulate new policies and procedures, to support
changes to nursing roles, models of care, workflows and scope of practice; as well as to ensure
ethical, privacy and safety imperatives are accounted for and reflected in nursing and health-system
policy, nursing codes of ethics and pertinent legislation.
Finally, with the anticipated growth of AIHTs in nursing, there is an important leadership role for
nurse researchers to play in the collection of empirical evidence on key knowledge gaps, including:
1) the impact of these technologies on patients and their families, nurses, and other caregivers; 2)
implementation facilitators and barriers, 3) potential or actual risks to patients, families and
caregivers, 4) patients’, families’, and caregivers’ experience of person- and family-centred
compassionate care, 5) issues related to access; and 6) short, medium and long-term cost-benefit,
financing and ethical considerations.
The report outlines 15 key recommendations intended to: 1) support efforts to prepare nurses and
nursing students to leverage AIHTs to augment the patient experience while ensuring the delivery of
high-quality, clinical, person-centred compassionate nursing care; and 2) facilitate the successful
interface of relevant emerging AIHTs within the nursing profession. Among these recommendations,
the eight listed below serve as a call for immediate action to establish a strong foundation upon
which the remaining seven recommendations will be built:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Create forums for open dialogue between nurses and patients to raise awareness of the
patient-nursing-AIHT interface; gain patients’ and nurses’ perspectives; and foster
understanding of the roles and responsibilities of nursing in shaping effective, meaningful and
ethical utilization of relevant AIHTs and timely outcome evaluation.
Explore the impact of AI on patients, families, caregivers and nurses and their perception of
the delivery of person- and family-centred compassionate care augmented by AIHTs.
Identify evidence-based best practices to guide ethical implementation of appropriate AIHTs
across the care continuum to enhance person-centred, compassionate nursing care.
Identify new care delivery models, responsibilities and competencies for nurses in all roles
and sectors to support the interface between nursing science, person- and family-centred
compassionate care and AI.
Conduct a thorough review and reform of nursing curricula to ensure congruency of the
nursing role with present needs and future demands of emerging AIHTs.
Develop a strategic plan to build capacity for basic informatics skills and data/digital literacy
in the existing and future nursing workforce.
Implement new and revised professional codes of ethics and standards of practice that
articulate nurses’ responsibilities and accountabilities in relation to the use of AIHTs.
Prioritize rigorous, nurse-led interprofessional research to inform policies and procedures to
support the co-design, development, implementation and evaluation of AIHTs in nursing.
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INTRODUCTION
“…a new era has begun and…there are innumerable ways in which nursing practice is affected, at
times without one’s awareness” (p. 19)2
A new era in health care and in nursing has begun.3 Global spending on health technologies
powered by AI is predicted to exceed $36 billion by 2025.4 This trend is due in part to growing
consumer demand for increased use of digital health technologies in clinical practice. 1 Canada is a
world leader in AI research.5 In 2017, Canada became the first country in the world to announce a
national AI strategy, investing $125 million in the advancement of AI research and innovation in a
number of areas, including health.5 News of the Pan-Canadian AI Strategy prompted the provincial
governments of Alberta, Ontario and Quebec to each invest $80-$100 million to augment the federal
funding and advance AI research and development in their jurisdictions.6 The private sector also
invested more than $100 million in these research programs.6 AI is likely to become a
transformational force in the Canadian health system. To make full use and optimize these
investments in AIHTs, health professionals must be adequately prepared.
In Canada, nursing is the largest group of regulated health professionals accounting for
approximately 50 per cent of the workforce in health care.7 As AI becomes more established in
Canada, these changes will have a ripple effect across all domains of the profession, in every sector
and each province and territory. Based on their knowledge, experience, connection to patients,
families, the interprofessional team and the health system, nurses are well-positioned to advance
discussions and influence decisions related to AIHTs in terms of the need, relevance, usefulness,
ethics and adoptability. Nurses also have the responsibility to identify and shape new roles and care
delivery models to support the appropriate use of AIHTs.8
Currently, Ontario has various nursing care delivery models. In hospitals, primary nursing is the most
commonly-used model, whereby registered nurses (RN) or registered practical nurses (RPN) are
assigned to patients according to their acuity and stability level, with RPNs caring for stable patients
with predictable outcomes. In long-term care facilities, team-based models of care, comprising a skill
mix of nurse practitioners (NP), RNs, RPNs and unregulated care providers (UCP), are commonly
used.9 A case management or care co-ordination model is currently being used in home and
community care, which is also based on a staffing mix of NPs, RNs, RPNs and UCPs.9 In primary
care, nurses practice within interprofessional team-based models of care.10 Within these models, the
nursing roles for NPs, RNs and RPNs vary based on the setting (e.g., solo physician clinics, family
health teams, community health centres, nurse practitioner-led clinics, and Aboriginal health access
centres).9 NPs are increasingly being introduced as members of the health team where they work
independently and/or collaboratively as part of an interprofessional team.9
As is the case in many jurisdictions, Ontario’s health system is undergoing major transformation to
optimize service delivery. One significant change has been the introduction of a single health system
administrator (Ontario Health) and multiple, integrated health organizations from different sectors
(Ontario Health Teams).11 In this new model of care, an integrated team of health professionals
provides comprehensive, co-ordinated care across the continuum for a specific population within a
defined geographic area.12 Through this model, it is anticipated patients will experience improved
and continuous access to co-ordinated care and system navigation services, wherever and
whenever they are needed.
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There has also been an exponential increase in virtual care delivery models in the Ontario health
system in response to a $12 million investment by the provincial government to expand the virtual
delivery of health services across the province and across the care continuum.13 Virtual care refers
to “any interaction between patients and/or members of their circle of care, occurring remotely, using
any forms of communication or information technologies, with the aim of facilitating or maximizing
the quality and effectiveness of patient care.” (p. 4)14 Ontario’s new focus on virtual care has been
fueled in part by the federal government’s investment of $240.5 million to create and augment digital
health technologies aimed at improving access to virtual mental health supports, and enhancing the
virtual delivery of health care for Canadians.15 Many of Ontario’s virtual care delivery models use
existing technologies (e.g., telephone, secure messaging, video conferencing and telehomecare)
enabled by a partnership between Canada Health Infoway and Ontario Health (Ontario Telemedicine
Network).16 Evidence of this is easily found in the primary care sector, where NPs are increasingly
providing virtual care using the telephone or video-conferencing technology.28 Similarly, physicians
now regularly conduct e-visits with patients using one or more of these technologies.16 The 2020
National Survey of Canadian Nurses: Use of Digital Health Technology in Practice also found a
significant increase in the use of virtual care among nurses when compared to a similar survey
conducted in 2017.17 The respondents perceived that additional resources are needed to enhance
nurses’ ability to effectively provide virtual care.
Canada’s growing interest in virtual care and AIHTs will undoubtedly expand in the near future. An
Ipsos poll conducted in 2019 found the majority of Canadians support the use of virtual care delivery
models to improve access to care, enhance the patient experience and lead to better health care. 18
More than 50 per cent of respondents agreed the next 10 years will see an increase in AIHTs, such
as robots. They also agreed these technological advancements will have a positive impact on
health-care delivery and health outcomes. Many respondents were optimistic about these emerging
technologies, while some were apprehensive about privacy risks and “losing the human connection
of health care.” (para 5)18
One of the signature roles of nurses in assessing AIHTs is the analysis of their potential to interfere
with the interpersonal relationship between patient and caregiver,19,20 and the experience of personand family-centred, compassionate care. Compassionate care is a core component of nursing that
uses a person-centred approach in which the individual and their values and preferences are at the
centre of care.21 Through person- and family-centred, compassionate care nurses ensure they are
fully engaged with their patients, recognizing patients’ individual needs and forming therapeutic
relationships.22 Person- and family-centred, compassionate care is central to nursing practice. Yet,
little research has explored how AIHTs might affect the nurse-patient relationship and the delivery of
person- and family-centred, compassionate care.
In 2019, AMS Healthcare commissioned RNAO to address this knowledge gap by conducting a
scoping review to explore the existing and predicted influences of emerging trends in AI on the
patient/caregiver experience of compassionate nursing care and on the nursing profession more
broadly.23 The purpose of this joint report is to: 1) present a synopsis of the results of the scoping
review describing the emerging AIHTs that are currently being used or trialed in nursing; 2) discuss
the impact of these technologies on person- and family-centred compassionate care and the nursing
profession; and, 3) delineate key recommendations that serve as a call to action for the nursing
profession and all stakeholders to critically examine how emerging trends in AI will transform the
roles and functions of nurses and begin to proactively engage in shaping the emerging future.
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Scoping Review Methodology
Informed by the methodological framework developed by Arksey and O’Malley and further advanced
by Levac et al., RNAO’s research team undertook a comprehensive scoping review to examine the
potential for emerging trends in AIHTs to transform nurses’ roles and their ability to provide personand family-centred compassionate care in the next decade and beyond.24,25 The review process
involved six steps: 1) identifying the research questions; 2) identifying relevant literature; 3) selecting
relevant literature to review; 4) charting the data; 5) collating, summarizing and reporting results; and
6) consulting subject matter experts.24
A steering committee was convened to identify the research questions and an effective search
strategy. The group included a patient advocate and nurses from a variety of settings (e.g., hospital
care, home and community care, and long-term care) and domains (e.g., clinical practice, research
and education). The steering committee was co-chaired by two doctorally-prepared nurses with
independent programs of research focused on health informatics and the integration of AI and digital
health technologies in nursing practice and education. The remaining committee members had
considerable knowledge and experience with the use of AI or digital health technologies in nursing
and health care.
The steering committee identified four research questions through discussion and consensus:
1. What influences do AIHTs have, or are predicted to have, on the patient/caregiver experience
of compassionate care delivered by nurses?
2. What influences do emerging trends in AIHTs have, or are predicted to have, on all domains
of nursing?
3. What influences do emerging trends in AIHTs have, or are predicted to have, on nursing
education across all domains?
4. What involvement do nurses have, or are predicted to have, in the co-design of AIHTs?
In collaboration with an information specialist, RNAO’s research team identified an effective search
strategy. Pertinent electronic databases from which to source published research literature relevant
to the questions were identified, namely: MEDLINE, Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health
Literature (CINAHL), Embase, PsycINFO, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Cochrane
Central, Education Resources Information Center (ERIC), Scopus, Web of Science and Proquest.
Search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria were developed through consultation with the co-chairs
and steering committee members, and by examining relevant publications.
A targeted search for relevant grey literature was also undertaken to complement the search for
published research literature. This search focused on two sources: targeted electronic databases
and websites. The same search terms were used to explore the Proquest, CINAHL and PsychINFO
databases for grey literature (i.e., theses and dissertations, discussion papers and white papers).
For the targeted website search, search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria were developed by
examining relevant publications, and through consultation with the co-chairs and information
specialist. Specific search strings were developed by the information specialist, different from those
used to search the databases, due to the inherent character limits of performing a targeted website
search using online search engines (e.g. Google). This search was limited to the following websites:
World Health Organization, National Health Service, Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology, Institute for Research on Healthy Public Policy, Canada Health Infoway,
Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing, and Healthcare Information and Management Systems
Society.
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For the purposes of this scoping review, a nurse was defined as any type of nurse (e.g., RN, RPN,
licensed practical nurse, NP) across the five domains of nursing identified by RNAO (i.e.,
administration, education, clinical practice, policy and research).26 The term “AI health technologies”
was limited to digital health technologies that are powered by AI.
Literature focused on electronic medical records (EMR), telehealth systems, genomics, virtual reality
devices, and other technologies that do not unequivocally incorporate AI were excluded. A
technology was considered “emerging” if this qualifier or a synonym (e.g., new, innovative) was used
to describe it in the literature, or if the co-chairs or steering committee identified the technology as
emerging based on their professional expertise.
The scoping review framework emphasizes the value of a search strategy that allows for the breadth
of the evidence to be gathered.24 Guided by this principle, two main concepts (“artificial intelligence”
and “nursing”) were used in the database search to allow for a broader search. The term
“compassionate care” was not used. However, when analyzing the results, each article was
assessed for its relevance to compassionate care as previously defined, and inferences made
accordingly. All qualitative and quantitative studies, discussion papers and white papers were
eligible for inclusion. The complete search strategy has been published separately.23
Results were limited to peer-reviewed and grey literature published in the English language between
2014 and 2019. This search strategy identified >14,000 articles through the database search and
>2,300 articles through the targeted website search. After removing duplicates and applying the
inclusion/exclusion criteria, 141 articles (128 from database sources and 13 from targeted websites)
were included in the scoping review (Appendix B).
Consultations with the steering committee after the completion of the scoping review resulted in the
inclusion of additional sources of information (i.e., “handpicked” articles) to ensure recent
technological advancements were reflected in the report.
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SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS
“Emerging technologies…will strengthen…[nurses’] ability to collect data, assimilate these data into
information, apply newly discovered knowledge, and gain wisdom to improve care delivery.” (p.4)27
This section provides a synthesis of the findings from: 1) the articles included in this scoping review,
which analyzed various types of studies (e.g., quantitative, qualitative, mixed-methods, systematic
reviews and scoping reviews); 2) the targeted grey literature that included reports, editorials and
opinion papers; and 3) additional sources of information (i.e., “handpicked” articles). The findings are
presented below and categorized as follows: emerging AIHTs; nursing, compassionate care and AI;
nursing education and AI; and nurses’ involvement in the co-design of AIHTs.

Emerging AIHTs
The scoping review identified four main categories of AIHTs that are currently being used or trialed in
nursing in a variety of clinical contexts. These categories are: virtual health-care assistant
applications (“apps”), predictive analytics, smart healthcare and robotics.

Virtual Health-Care Assistant Apps
Globally, there has been an early adoption of virtual health-care assistant (VHCA) apps across all
aspects of the patient’s journey.29,30 These apps integrate chatbots* to simulate interactive human
conversation between artificially intelligent care providers (AICP)* and patients.31 Increasingly,
chatbots are being designed with digital avatars* that possess human-like features and attributes.30
Current developments in the ability to sense and respond to a person’s emotions are enriching the
design of digital avatars, enabling them to detect, interpret and express emotions and other
behaviours during interactions.30 Some VHCA apps incorporate digital avatars that can repeat
statements expressed by the patient and respond with facial gestures or body movements that
convey attentiveness and comprehension of the information communicated.30 These features enable
VHCA apps to perform functions such as clinical assessments, health teaching, surveillance of
medication adherence and chronic disease management.32,33,34,35
This groundbreaking technology is already present on the Canadian health-care landscape in a
national home health organization where more than 9,000 nurses are using a VHCA (called Tess) to
support patients who have been diagnosed with mental health conditions.35,36 Tess engages with
patients to provide counseling, mental-health education, and to promote the use of various coping
mechanisms.35,36

Predictive Analytics
Predictive analytics* that incorporate AI use machine learning* to identify patterns in data and
forecast future outcomes.37 The application of AI-powered predictive analytics to patients’ historical
and real-time data in EMR systems to support personalized treatments is an emerging trend in
health care with great significance to patients and to nursing.4,27
There are several applications of artificially intelligent predictive analytics in the nursing literature,
both in hospital and community setting. For instance, AI-powered predictive analytics are
augmenting nursing care through early identification of patients at risk for various conditions (e.g.,
hospital readmission, falls, pressure injury, moderate or severe pain, hospital-acquired urinary tract
infection, and severe sepsis and septic shock).27,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45 Furthermore, AI-powered predictive
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analytics are being used in conjunction with sensory technology to enhance fall-prevention
programs.46,47 Hospitals in Canada and the United States are using the latter to reduce falls and fallrelated injuries by alerting nurses, via mobile devices, of patients’ fall-risk scores, enabling them to
intervene proactively.46,47 In the first year of implementing similar technology, the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences reported its rates for falls and fall-related injuries were reduced by 11
per cent and 60 per cent, respectively. 47
In home and community care settings, AI-powered predictive analytics, integrated with sensory
technology, is facilitating the remote monitoring of patients diagnosed with congestive heart failure to
alert nurses of early signs of decompensation.48 Other potential applications for this technology in
home and community care include forecasting patient wellness to optimize staffing allocation and
predicting mortality risk among older adults to enhance patient/family decision making and end-oflife care.49,50

Smart Healthcare
Smart healthcare* is an emerging technological advancement fueled by the integration of smart
sensors, wearables, network communications, predictive analytics and AI.51 Smart healthcare
affords new opportunities for nurses and other health professionals to more effectively monitor
patients in hospitals and community-based settings.52 Increasingly, smart healthcare is being utilized
to identify and predict changes in a person’s health status, enabling nurses and/or family members
to intervene proactively.53
In the hospital setting, AI and sensory technology have been used synergistically to explore the
potential for autonomous granular patient monitoring in an “intelligent” (or smart) intensive care unit
(ICU).54 The literature reviewed provided some support for using similar technology to conduct
continuous, real-time patient assessments in the ICU. This emerging trend could potentially reduce
nurses’ physical workload in this setting and improve health outcomes through timely, accurate
predictions and detections of adverse events.54 Further investigation is needed to ascertain the
validity of this.
Smart healthcare is growing in popularity in community-based settings where smart homes are being
perceived as a potential alternative to assisted living or admission into a long-term care facility.55
Smart home technology supports aging-in-place by extending the person’s independence and
increasing their quality of life.55 The technology uses motion sensors and AI to support remote
monitoring, identify and predict changes in the person’s health status, and intervene when
necessary.53,56,57 Smart home technology is also appealing to health system planners as a strategy to
decrease hospital admissions and the associated costs.55
Smart healthcare is becoming increasingly popular in Canada.58 The first Canadian smart hospital is
expected to open in Ontario in 2021.59 The design incorporates “a connected health strategy…to
provide quality health care [for patients] both inside and outside the…hospital setting." (para 1)59 It is
predicted that more smart hospitals will soon emerge in the province to facilitate the delivery of
virtual care to hospital out-patients in their homes.58

Robotics
The use of robotics* in nursing is another trend that is emerging globally with important investments
in research and development. In the United States, for example, the National Science Foundation
has invested more than $3 million in research and development to promote the use of robots in
nursing.4 The current explosion of research in robotics has resulted in robots that have demonstrated
the ability to perform specific clinical functions and, with the aid of AI, to simulate clinical decision-
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making.61 The Japanese government has invested heavily in the research and development of
robots to assist in nursing, focusing primarily on personal care robots* for use in rehabilitative and
elder care.62,63 Although there is very limited peer-reviewed research literature that examines the use
of robotics in patient-care areas, there are many anecdotal reports of the adoption of robotic devices
across the continuum of care, including in hospitals, home and community care and long-term
care.60
Hospital Care
In the hospital setting, humanoid robots* are already being deployed to assist nurses. For instance, a
personal care robot (Robear) is currently being utilized in Japan to perform tasks such as
transferring patients from a bed to a wheelchair and assisting patients, with restricted mobility, to
stand.61 In Canada, Humber River Hospital (HRH) is the first hospital to use the humanoid robot
“Pepper” in a health-care setting. HRH currently has two Peppers “on staff.” 64 One of these robots is
used in the Child Life Program to help decrease patient anxiety, increase comfort, and provide health
information. The second Pepper greets patients, families and visitors at the hospital’s main entrance,
answering questions and sharing information as needed.
Robots are also being developed to work as assistants in surgical care areas. For example,
“Quirubot” is equipped with voice and instrument recognition technology that enables it to assist
scrub nurses during surgical interventions.65 In addition, service robots* are being used to deliver
equipment and supplies (e.g., medications, water) to meet the needs of patients in a timely
manner.60,65 In Japan, for example, service robots distribute and collect patient food trays
autonomously.65 It is predicted that in the future, robots will be integrated with EMR systems,
enabling them to respond autonomously to physician orders, retrieve relevant items or supplies (e.g.,
medication and dressing trays), and deliver these items to patient rooms.68
Other potential applications of robotics in nursing, in hospital settings, are being explored. For
example, an innovative and collaborative project involving the Duke University Pratt School of
Engineering and School of Nursing is focused on the development of TRINA, a remote-controlled
robot designed to assist with the delivery of care for patients diagnosed with infectious diseases.
This robot is designed to mitigate the risks associated with human contact.4 This work is still in the
early developmental phase. Preliminary testing in a nursing simulation lab found that TRINA
performed approximately 60 per cent of the predefined tasks, but was 20 times slower than a typical
nurse. Ongoing development is planned to augment the robot’s fine motor skills.66
Home and Community Care
Robotics in nursing is rapidly advancing in the home and community care sectors.63 This trend is
being driven by the development of personal care robots to support independent community living
among the elderly and those with physical limitations.63 Applications of robotic devices in home and
community care settings include: supporting individuals diagnosed with dementia; preventing falls
and fall-related injuries; providing medication reminders; assisting with activities of daily living;
collecting biometrics; informing family members and health professionals of a person’s safety and
health status; and promoting social interaction.63 Social assistive robots* are also gaining popularity
in the home care setting to promote cognitive and emotional well-being among individuals in need of
companionship.60 MARIO, for example, is a mobile companion robot that provides social interaction
and personalized entertainment.65
Telepresence robots* have been used to support nursing care in the home to facilitate remote
patient monitoring through video chat/conferencing.62 This technology has also been used to support
community-based care. The Telehealth Community Health Assistance Team (TCHAT) project is one
example of this emerging trend.4 This nurse-led initiative involved the use of a telepresence robot for
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health promotion and chronic disease management among residents in an independent living and
retirement community. The project consisted of one in-person visit at the beginning of the initiative,
and subsequent follow-up, remote visits from NP students (specializing in adult gerontology) who
served as telehealth coaches. Findings from the participants and responses from the NP students
suggest the initial face-to-face intervention, coupled with robotic telehealth visits, was mutually
satisfying. The project highlighted the importance of the nurse’s role in the planning, implementation
and evaluation of telehealth robots to facilitate meaningful patient interactions. The growing interest
in robotics in nursing in this sector will support the shift from institutionalized care to communitybased care by addressing patients’ need for virtual, remote monitoring and social interaction.67
Long-Term Care
Robotics in nursing is also growing exponentially in the long-term care sector. Advancements in this
area are being fueled by the Japanese government’s efforts to mitigate nursing shortages and
support its aging population.65 In this sector, personal care robots have been deployed to assist
nurses by performing less complex tasks, including transferring and ambulating residents and
assisting with activities of daily living.65,68 RobotBathtub is one example of a personal care robot.65
Smart walkers and smart canes are examples of other robotic devices used as assistants to
enhance residents’ mobility.65 Robots are also commonly used as a substitute for pet therapy in this
sector.65 Paro, a seal-like robot, is used in many long-term care facilities as part of a dementia care
program and has been found to have a positive impact on the residents’ moods.65 Matilda, a social
assistive robot, has been utilized in elder care for multimodal interactions, including verbal
communication, emotional support and dance therapy.65 Lastly, long-term care facilities have also
used a recreation program (Pepper-CPGE) in which Pepper, a humanoid robot, conducts an
exercise routine tailored to the person’s functional level.62 The program is reported to be an effective
strategy that increases patient engagement for those requiring long-term care and rehabilitation.62
The emerging future of robotics in nursing is predicted to include ongoing development of robots with
enhanced capabilities to further support nursing and patient-care activities.60 It is also forecasted that
robots will become more accepted in other clinical settings, including primary care and out-patient
clinics.68

Nursing, Compassionate Care and AI
Caring is fundamental to nursing. It is a key value and quality indicator of nurses’ support for
individuals along their journey to health and wellness.67 Compassion is widely recognized as an
essential component of caring.70 There is consensus in the literature that the emerging trends in
AIHTs may affect the nurse-patient relationship and the experience of caring.4 ,62,67 However,
literature on the potential impact of AI on person- and family-centred, compassionate care is lacking.
For this reason, findings related to AI and caring in nursing were generalized to AI and
compassionate care for the purposes of this report. Readers are therefore asked to view the term
caring as synonymous with compassionate care in the discussion below.

Impact of AI on Compassionate Care
Despite the growing interest in and the predicted expansion of robotics in nursing, the impact of this
technology on the patient-care experience has received little attention in nursing research.67 The
extant literature is anecdotal, techno-centric and aligned with one of two perspectives: humanistic
and post- or trans-human.67
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Proponents of the humanistic perspective view nursing and caring as purely human activities.67 They
are cautious about the use of robots to support patient care,67,71 viewing this interaction as
impersonal, objectifying and dehumanizing.72,73 Authors writing from this perspective purport that the
nurse-robot interface will negatively impact the patient and caregiver experience of caring. 74, 75, 76, 77, 78
They are also apprehensive about the potential effect of this technology on nurses’ ability to engage
in caring interactions with patients.79,80,81,82,83
Conversely, advocates of a post- or trans-human perspective support the re-conceptualization of
nursing and caring; thus creating a new world of nursing in which nurses, AIHTs and caring coexist.67 From this vantage point, they do not see robots as a threat to nurses or caring. Rather, they
envision that the nurse-robot interface will enrich the patient/caregiver experience of caring.67
Examples to support this view are more prevalent among the elderly.84,85 When used as part of
dementia care, social or companion robots have anecdotally provided stimulation, improved mood,
reduced loneliness, enhanced feelings of caring and increased well-being.84,85
The potential exists for other AIHTs—such as predictive analytics, AICP apps and smart healthcare
services—to enhance the patient experience of caring. These technologies have reportedly been
found to support person- and family-centred care, a key tenet of compassionate care, by enhancing
nurses’ ability to make informed decisions based on high quality, real-time data about a person’s
circumstances and preferences.86,87
Articles written from a post- or trans-human perspective also emphasize ways in which robots might
enhance caring in nursing; one of which could be the delegation of tasks.88 Research suggests that
between eight and 16 per cent of nursing time is spent on non-nursing activities and tasks that
should be delegated to others.4 Proponents of a post- or trans-human perspective believe the
delegation of routine tasks to robots may enhance the therapeutic relationship, by allowing nurses to
spend more quality time with patients to get to know their preferences and respond appropriately to
their needs.67,89,90,91 There is some evidence that health professionals (including nurses) have used
robots to enhance caring/compassionate care for patients in diverse health-care settings by
improving communication and social interaction.92,93,94

Compassionate Care in the Age of AI
The technological advancements that are propelling health care towards the use of robots in nursing
stem from a post- or trans-human paradigm that envisions the synergistic possibilities of interfacing
human and AI as superior to mere human capabilities.67 From this perspective, nurses are
encouraged to not merely focus on how technology detracts from humanistic aspects of caring, but
rather to re-imagine their roles and the possibilities that may be realized through the convergence of
nursing, AI and caring.67 This shift is even more important given the advances seen in emotionally
responsive robots.
Robotic engineers are advancing robots’ ability to respond emotionally to people and
circumstances.4 Technological advancements in affective sensing and processing, powered by AI,
are giving robots the ability to detect and interpret emotions and other behavioural signs as well as
express emotions during their interactions with humans.30 Emotionally responsive robots have
demonstrated the ability to repeat statements expressed by patients and respond with appropriate
facial and body gestures that demonstrate their attentiveness to and understanding of what the
patient has expressed verbally or through their behaviour. These features enable emotionallyresponsive robots to convey emotional caring and empathy in a manner that is both interactive and
human-like.30 Emotionally-responsive robots are more commonly referred to as social assistive or
companion robots.
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Nursing Education and AI
The integration of AI in nursing will require a thorough examination of both formal and informal
educational programs and curricula designed for existing and future nurses.62 The majority of the
articles reviewed examined formal nursing education programs in academic institutions at all levels
(i.e., undergraduate, graduate and doctoral).56,61,62,80,95,96 Fewer articles examined nursing education
and AI in the context of clinical settings.105,106,107 The findings are presented below within these two
categories: nursing education in academic institutions; and nursing education in clinical settings.

Nursing Education in Academic Institutions
The predicted convergence of AIHTs and nursing will have a significant impact on schools of nursing
necessitating a thorough review and reform of undergraduate nursing curricula to support new
nursing competencies at the undergraduate and graduate levels.56,62,80,95,96 Basic health informatics*
knowledge and skills will likely be a required nursing competency; therefore, this content should be
threaded throughout the nursing curricula.97,98 The introduction of AI in nursing will also require
curricular revisions to incorporate concepts (e.g., data literacy, technological literacy, and AI
algorithms) to prepare future nurses to work with artificially intelligent machines and to analyze and
interpret big datasets.33,62,95 Furthermore, nursing students will require a thorough understanding of
the ethical implications of AI technology in the clinical context, and their responsibilities as health
professionals using these technologies.62
Nursing faculty in academic institutions will also need to adopt new and innovative pedagogies that
support multidisciplinary teaching modalities.56,62,80,95,96 Collaborative teaching strategies are
recommended that include partnerships with information technologists, robotics engineers and
computer programmers to adequately prepare undergraduate nursing students to work in clinical
settings with the emerging AIHTs.62 It is anticipated that undergraduate nursing curricula that
integrate engineering principles will enhance the development of AIHTs and increase students’
understanding of the technology they will be expected to use in real-world clinical
environments.62,63,66 A few universities have already established a joint nursing-engineering degree
program based on the conviction that contemporary health-care challenges necessitate a
multidisciplinary approach to realize solutions that are both person-centred and sustainable.66
It is foreseeable that simulation laboratories in schools of nursing will also be transformed. Along
with the existing cadre of high-fidelity simulators, robots are expected to be increasingly available to
give nursing students hands-on experience with the technology.62 It is perceived that students who
work with robots in their undergraduate programs will be better prepared to transition to real-world
clinical environments with interprofessional teams that may include robots as members.63 It is also
predicted that nurse educators will use AI-powered chatbots with digital avatars, designed as ‘virtual
patients’ and ‘virtual tutors’, to simulate interactive clinical scenarios. These are expected to help
students understand specific nursing concepts, enhance their self-confidence and self-efficacy, and
improve their communication skills.100,101 Using AIHTs in the undergraduate curriculum may also
enhance students’ clinical reasoning skills.102
Other AIHTs may also be used to enhance student learning. For instance, a wearable armband that
uses machine learning* has been developed to support hand hygiene training in clinical education.103
The technology measures the effectiveness of the student’s hand-washing technique and provides
feedback to enhance learning and reduce nosocomial infections. It is foreseen that this technology
may have further potential in clinical practice laboratories to support students learning other motor
and manual skills. Similarly, the AI-powered “Face Tracker” technology supports simulation-based
learning by enabling nurse educators to assess their students’ emotions at various points of a clinical
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simulation and more effectively tailor the learning experience to their needs.99 Face Tracker can also
be used to help students understand and anticipate their patients’ emotional response to various
nursing interventions.99
Fewer articles focused on nursing education and AI at the post-graduate level and there is
consensus that nursing graduate degree programs should incorporate more advanced AI
content.33,56,61,62,63,89,97,98,104 The recommended topics include: ethics, privacy, research and
engineering concepts.33,56,61,62,63,89,97,98,104 Doctoral nursing degree programs will require the inclusion
of even more in-depth AI concepts to support future nurse scientists’ need for new competencies
and knowledge related to specialized data science methods (e.g., predictive modeling, machine
learning, data management, biostatistical programming, risk adjustment, multivariable regression,
and big data governance). Privacy issues (including security breaches or ‘cyberthreats’) must also
be considered.33,104 The scoping review identified two American universities that have integrated
data science within the core curriculum of their doctoral nursing degree programs.104
In addition to the proposed curricular revisions at all levels of formal nursing education programs in
academic institutions, authors stressed the importance of equipping students with interpersonal and
therapeutic communication skills to convey empathy and compassion in a technology-rich clinical
environment.80,96

Nursing Education in Clinical Settings
As AIHTs are increasingly deployed in clinical settings, it will be important for nurses to constantly
upgrade their skills.61,63,91 Educational resources and professional development opportunities will be
required for nurse educators to enhance their own capacity and knowledge base to train nurses
employed in clinical settings.1,33 More in-services will be needed to enable nurses to safely and
effectively integrate AIHTs within their practice.105,106,107 Furthermore, nursing education will require
customization to meet the needs of different audiences.1,33

Nurses’ Involvement in the Co-Design of AIHTs
Multiple studies discussed the importance of nurses’ involvement in the co-design of AIHTs. Nurses
have a valuable contribution to make in this area given their understanding of the inherent
complexities of the clinical environment.68 Nurses have key insights into practices that are effective
and ineffective, and strategies to improve the patient experience and optimize outcomes.66 Further,
given nurses’ expertise in person- and family-centred approaches to care, they can advocate for
technology that addresses patients’ needs and preferences,79 and identify innovative ways to
integrate AIHTs in patient care.98
In spite of these benefits, the scoping review yielded only two articles on nurses’ involvement in the
co-design of AIHTs. Both articles discussed nurses collaborating with engineers and programmers to
develop robots; however, details of the nurses’ contribution were not provided.4,66 A few barriers to
nurses’ involvement in the co-design process were identified, including the cost of hiring doctorallyprepared nurses108 and communication challenges between nurses and information technology (IT)
professionals attributed to the lack of familiarity with each others’ discipline.100 For example,
technical terms used by IT professionals may be unfamiliar to nurses, and IT professionals may not
fully comprehend nursing concepts. In one study, these communication barriers were mitigated by
avoiding technical jargon and interacting frequently to clarify concepts and terminology.100
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING PRACTICE
“Systems and technologies that assist in clinical practice are adjunct to, not replacements for, the
nurse’s knowledge and skill.” (p. 16)125
This section of the report presents a discussion of the results of the scoping review in relation to
nursing practice in Ontario in the coming years. It begins with general comments about the potential
influences of AI on nursing practice holistically. Then, it provides a futuristic look at nursing practice
across the care continuum and presents a discussion of the implications of the emerging AIHTs for
the nursing profession.

Implications for Clinical Practice in General
In the future, nurses and AIHTs will co-exist, as both will be necessary and expected.71 The
consensus is clear that emerging AIHTs will not replace nurses. Instead, novel nurse-patient
interactions involving AIHTs will exist that may augment nursing practice and patient care.8 These
new human-technology interactions will be characterized by non-traditional roles necessitating the
reconceptualization of nursing practice.109 In such a context, it is vital for nurses to influence how
person- and family-centred compassionate care will be conceptualized and enacted.109 In the postor trans-human era that is also emerging, it will be essential for nurses to guide discussions and
influence decisions about the components of nursing care that can be safely performed by AIHTs;
and to advocate for those non-negotiable aspects of care that must remain within nurses’ scope of
practice to ensure safe, ethical, high-quality and,8 more specifically, person- and family-centred,
compassionate care. The collection of data that measures person- and family-centred
compassionate care in AI-powered clinical environments will be essential to evaluate the care from
the patients’ and caregivers’ perspectives.
Researchers have also identified the need for new virtual and digital care delivery models,
corresponding workflows, and new nursing roles contextualized to the area of clinical
practice.4,35,109,110 Additionally, there will be more demand for smart healthcare and VHCA apps to
support remote patient monitoring and virtual models of care.30,32,34,35 These impacts will be
experienced in varying degrees, depending on the sector (discussed below).

Implications across the Care Continuum
Primary Care
Primary care is the entry level into the health system, providing a central role in care co-ordination
across the continuum.10 Whereas the literature reviewed did not explicitly focus on AI in primary
care, three care-delivery models that are predicted to emerge in the age of AI are applicable to this
sector. Thus, they enable a futuristic look at a primary care sector with increased access to AIHTs
and the implications for nursing practice in this sector.
Glauser, for example, predicts the nursing-AI interface will enable an increase in nurses working
within a care co-ordination model as delegators or care co-ordinators.111 In this future world of
nursing, Glauser envisions nurses co-ordinating and overseeing patient care through the use of
various AIHTs and delegating tasks to other health workers while assuming overall accountability to
ensure care is delivered appropriately. These (primary care) nurses of the future will also likely use
VHCA apps to help patients enhance their capacity for self-management.
In the age of AI, an increase in virtual nursing roles is also predicted. Nurses are foreseen working
as information (i.e., system) navigators in a case-management model, facilitating patients’ access to
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care through the use of mobile devices and virtual technology.8,96,111 It is also anticipated that these
(primary care) nurses will use AI-powered telepresence robots to facilitate e-visits and e-consults.4
Finally, it is also predicted there will be an increase in nurses employed as independent practitioners
delivering care for a caseload of patients across the continuum.4 Although not explicitly stated in the
literature, this independent practitioner model of care is consistent with the care delivery model in
NP-led clinics. In primary care settings of the future, it is foreseeable that these independent (nurse)
practitioners will use AI-powered predictive analytics to identify patients at risk for a variety of
conditions (e.g., falls, stroke, urinary tract infections), enabling the timely development of a personcentred plan of care that increases the patient’s safety and comfort.
RNAO’s Enhancing Community Care for Ontarians (ECCO) 3.0 report proposes similar care coordination and system navigation roles for nurses in the primary care sector.11 RNAO envisions an
integrated system of care in Ontario with a strong community care sector anchored in primary care
(Figure 1). RNAO also “urges the transition of the approximately 4,500 care co-ordinators currently
employed within LHINs (and not performing hospital discharge functions) into interprofessional
primary care teams, with their salary and benefits intact” (p. 29). 11 Some of the features of AI
presented here will greatly extend these roles and enhance and their effectiveness.
Figure 1: ECCO Model 3.0 11

Added benefits of these new roles would be the realization of the full scope of practice for primary
care nurses,10 and their ability to leverage digital health technologies (such as AIHT) to advance
health equity by mitigating challenges with access to care that are often experienced by
marginalized populations.30
The Ontario government envisions a modernized health system that provides 24/7 access to coordinated care and navigation services across the continuum.11 In primary care organizations of the
future, RNAO recommends a care delivery model that supports continuity of information,
relationships and clinical management.112,113 It will be important for nurses to harness AIHT to
contribute to the realization of this vision.
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The deployment of AIHTs in primary care organizations of the future will require nurses with the
knowledge and skills to shape the nurse-technology interface. Primary care nurses of the future will
also need adequate education and decision-support tools to help them identify: patients who are
appropriate for virtual care; interventions that can safely be completed virtually; and clinical
conditions that are conducive to patients’ use of AIHTs, such as VHCA apps.

Hospital Care
In the foreseeable future, the acuity of hospitalized patients is expected to increase with the shift
towards home and community care in Ontario.9 The integration of AIHTs is likely to increase the
complexity of this practice setting. These changes will necessitate a highly-educated and skilled
nursing workforce with enhanced abilities to analyze and synthesize information from a variety of
sources to effectively provide care for hospitalized patients.9
Given this complexity, primary nursing care delivery models composed entirely of NPs and RNs are
proposed for hospitals of the future.9 These models of care must also support new nurse-patient
interactions involving AIHTs.8 These new models must be shaped by nurses and allow for the
reconceptualization of nursing and patient-care,109 in ways that support accessible, person- and
family-centred, evidence-based care that is safe and timely. With the interface of human and
technology roles forecasted for the future, robots may be used to assist with less complex nursing
tasks,109 including: transferring and ambulating patients; monitoring vital signs; and promoting
medication adherence.67,65,85,114 Increasingly, patient-care activities involving hazardous tasks, such
as infectious disease protocols, may be enhanced through the use of various types of robots.4
Finally, the growing interest in emotionally responsive robots may advance their use as companions
in institutionalized settings to support the care of the elderly and pediatric populations.68,115,116 It is
predicted that companion robots may enhance person-centred care through their ability to collect
detailed information about the person’s preferences, goals and values.68,115,116 The use of robotic
devices in hospitals of the future will require nurses with the requisite knowledge and skills to
effectively use the technology to optimize patient outcomes and person- and family-centred
compassionate care.
In complex practice settings, such as hospitals, the interface of AI and nursing will give rise to new
and enhanced workflow processes predicted to increase the speed, accuracy and efficiency of
nursing care delivery.27,43 One area where this is expected to have a major impact on nursing
practice is the integration of AI with EMR systems.68 For instance, it is foreseeable that specific
nursing tasks and provider orders entered into the EMR may trigger robots to independently obtain
and deliver the necessary supplies (e.g., linen, medications, catheters, dressing supplies) to
patients’ rooms; thus achieving more timely and efficient workflows.68 It is also predicted that the
integration of voice recognition technology and EMR systems may expedite nursing
documentation.68 AI-powered predictive analytics are also expected to introduce new and enhanced
workflows. A study found that AI-powered predictive analytics used to identify nursing diagnoses
reduced nurses’ decision-making time from 35.5 minutes to 19.8 minutes.27,43 Other articles noted
that AI-powered predictive analytics can accelerate the detection of changes in a patient’s health
status, facilitating more efficient care.27,43 The use of AI-powered predictive analytics in this context
will require nurses with training in data literacy to accurately interpret the data.4
Lastly, the predicted interconnection of networked homes and hospital systems will see an increase
in the demand for smart healthcare. This trend may engender virtual care delivery models where
nurses employed in smart hospitals use a variety of AIHTs to provide virtual care for out-patients,
collecting and analyzing pertinent information and providing timely and targeted interventions.111
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The new virtual and digital care delivery models envisioned for hospitals of the future are congruent
with the provincial government’s plan for the hospital sector wherein patients with acute illnesses
and complex care needs receive highly specialized care supported by the optimal use of digitized
health technologies.117 These models of care are also consistent with RNAO’s vision for hospital
care in the future, staffed entirely by NPs and RNs providing and co-ordinating all aspects of the
patients’ care during their stay. 9,11

Home and Community Care
The Ontario government’s vision of an expanded home and community care sector will be realized in
the near future.117 As more care is provided closer to home, the acuity of patients in this sector is
expected to increase.9 A new team-based model of care is proposed to ensure patients receive
home and community care from a consistent team of health professionals (e.g., NPs, RNs, RPNs,
UCPs) to achieve continuity of information, relationships and clinical management throughout their
journey towards health and wellness.112,113
With the predicted prevalence of AIHTs, there will likely be an increase in virtual care in this sector. It
is foreseeable that RNs will conduct the initial patient assessment, either in-person (depending on
the need) or virtually using AI-powered telepresence robots equipped with video chat or
videoconferencing functionality.4 RNs will co-ordinate patient care by delegating specific
interventions to others (e.g., RPNs, UCPs) or by integrating robotic devices (e.g., companion robots)
into the plan of care. Between appointments, it is envisioned that RNs will monitor the patient’s
progress virtually through the use of VHCA apps or smart home technology, depending on the
person’s condition and the needs identified.4
To function effectively in the technology-rich home and community care settings of the future, health
professionals will require new knowledge and skills to support novel interactions among nurses,
patients/families and UCPs involving AIHTs. The education will need to be tailored to different
members of the care team. For example, RNs will require education and decision-support tools that
help identify: patients who are appropriate for virtual care; interventions that can be completed
virtually; and clinical conditions that are conducive to patients’ use of AIHTs, such as AICP apps.
RNs will also require resources to assist, support and educate patients and their families about the
selection and use of these technologies.67 Furthermore, RNs will require training to develop a
person-centred plan of care that incorporates the most appropriate technology to address the
person’s goals and preferences (e.g., companionship, remote monitoring, fall prevention and health
teaching).4,61 Nurses will also require education to enhance their ability to evaluate outcomes from
the use of AIHTs, patients’ responsiveness to this intervention, and to take appropriate corrective
action when needed.

Long-Term Care
To realize the Ontario government’s plan for a modernized health system that facilitates access to an
integrated team of health professionals providing comprehensive, co-ordinated care across the
continuum,117 significant changes will be required in the long-term care sector. This will include
substantive changes to both the physical and technological infrastructures of long-term care
facilities, as well as changes to care delivery and staffing models.118
In long-term care homes of the future, it is predicted that nursing care will become increasingly
complex due to the combined effect of a greater number of residents with multiple co-morbidities and
the interface of AI and nursing aimed at enhancing information management, clinical decisionmaking and care delivery.66 The complexity of this clinical setting will necessitate a new team-based
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nursing* care delivery model, such as the one proposed by RNAO. This model consists of a new
staffing skill mix and increased ratios of RNs and RPNs.9 In this model, residents are assigned to the
most appropriate nurses (RN or RPN) to oversee their care for the duration of their care journey.9
Residents also receive care from the same staff consistently, ensuring continuity of information,
relationships and clinical management.112,113
In the age of AI, it is predicted that under the supervision of regulated staff, robots will perform some
aspects of resident care (e.g., transferring, monitoring vital signs and social stimulation). 67,65,85,114 It is
foreseeable that service robots will be integrated with EMR systems to achieve greater workflow
efficiencies, such as the timely delivery of supplies (e.g., linen, dressing supplies) to resident
rooms.68 AI-powered telepresence robots with video chat or conferencing capabilities may also be
used more frequently to support virtual care models and increase access to health professionals.4
This technology may also be used to facilitate virtual family conferences and virtual visits. Thus, the
care delivery model adopted for long-term care homes in the future must support the use of AIHTs
by nurses, residents and UCPs.8
RNs employed in long-term care homes of the future may also be expected to use AI-powered
predictive analytics to identify residents at risks for various conditions (e.g., falls, pain and pressure
injury).27,43 The use of AI-powered predictive analytics in this context will require nurses with training
in data literacy to accurately interpret the data.4 Nurses will also require additional training to analyze
and synthesize information from a variety of sources to effectively care for residents for the duration
of their care journey.

Public Health
There is a paucity of literature regarding the use of AIHTs in nursing in the public health sector. In
the age of AI, it is likely public health nurses will use AIHTs to promote population health. One article
reported on the development of a robot to assist with the delivery of care for patients diagnosed with
infectious diseases.4 In Canada, a smartphone contact tracing app that utilizes machine learning
and Bluetooth technology for disease surveillance and to predict the risk of community spread is
currently in use.119 These emerging trends will likely increase the prevalence of other AI-powered
population health technologies in public health settings of the future to support disease surveillance,
medical diagnosis, contact tracing and remote monitoring of infectious patients to limit the spread of
the disease. It is foreseeable that public health nurses of the future will also use AI-powered
telepresence robots for health promotion.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING LEADERSHIP,
POLICY AND RESEARCH
“… there must be mechanisms in place to ensure advanced technology does not dehumanize care.
While automation will improve efficiency, it should not replace human interaction.” (p. 9) 1
Emerging AIHTs, such as predictive analytics and robotics, constitute a major paradigm shift with
broad implications for the nursing profession. This section of the report presents a discussion of the
ripple effect in nursing leadership, policy and research.

Nursing Leadership
The emerging nursing-AI interface will necessitate changes in multiple areas, including clinical
practice, scope of practice, nursing education, core competencies, regulations, standards of care
and policy (i.e., organizational and health-system policies).4,57,62,67,98 Visionary nursing leadership is
required across sectors, domains and roles to shepherd the profession through these uncharted
territories.120 The successful integration of these emerging technologies in nursing is a shared
responsibility.120 Therefore, nurse leaders in all roles and in all sectors must proactively seek to
understand how these technologies can optimize care delivery; enabling them to make informed
decisions about appropriate strategies to effectively integrate AI in nursing in ways that add value to
the profession and to patients.106 Strong, visionary leadership is necessary at multiple levels of
clinical practice and in nursing informatics,* education, policy and research, as detailed below.106,120

Executive leaders
Executive nursing leadership has an essential role to play in the reconceptualization of nursing and
caring within future AI-powered health organizations. As the profession prepares for the future,
executive leadership is needed to advance well-informed and ethical discussions and influence
decisions about the components of nursing care that can be safely performed by AIHTs. Strong
executive leadership is also required to advocate for those non-negotiable aspects of care that must
be performed by nurses,8 to ensure safe, ethical, high-quality care, and more specifically,
compassionate, person-centred care. Furthermore, executive nursing leadership is necessary to
identify appropriate care delivery models, nursing roles, competencies and best practices to support
the nursing and technological caring paradigm.
Executive leaders must also champion these changes and establish new management and
leadership models to guide the technology-nurse integration.120 Furthermore, these leaders must
actively encourage and support nurses in all roles, ensure their full contribution, as well as
encourage patient and family engagement throughout the technology lifecycle.120 The
implementation of complex technologies, such as robotic devices, predictive analytics and smart
healthcare in clinical practice, requires governance structures with integrated nursing informatics
roles.120 It is important for executive leadership to advocate for technology-related governance
structures that include these roles and afford nurses decision-making authority.120 A significant
barrier to the actualization of these executive nursing leadership priorities is limited technical
knowledge, which lessens leaders’ effectiveness at important decision-making tables in health
organizations. Yet, without their leadership and extensive nursing and patient/family involvement,
organizations risk implementing AIHTs that may fail to adequately meet the needs of nurses or
patients, leading to unintended consequences.120
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In addition, when preparing the nursing workforce for the age of AI, it is important for nurse
executives to consider whether existing regulations, or the nature of the existing workforce (i.e.,
unionized or non-unionized), will support or impede the new care delivery models and nursing
roles.121 Nurse executives must also ensure there is adequate staffing and the appropriate skill mix
for the new care delivery models. Administrators in long-term care facilities must advocate for
changes to enhance and evolve care delivery and optimize the use of AIHTs in this setting, where
appropriate. Outcome measures will also be needed to determine the effectiveness of the
technology and its ability to improve access and promote safety and quality of care.

Staff Nurses
Staff nurses have a key leadership role at all stages of the technology lifecycle: needs assessment,
procurement, selection, implementation, adoption, evaluation and ongoing optimization.120 Their
expertise is vitally important during the co-design and testing of AIHTs to ensure those who use the
technology will continue to meet professional standards of practice and promote patient safety.30
Staff nurses will need new competencies to practice safely and efficiently in AI-powered work
environments.30 For example, they will require new knowledge and skills to identify the ideal
conditions for using a particular technology and the potential risks that may result from usage. 30
Additional competencies are discussed in the section entitled, Implications for Nursing Education.
Clinical nurse specialists will play a heightened leadership role in gaining the necessary
competencies for effectively using AIHTs and assisting others with their adoption.

Nursing Informaticians
There are at least two nursing informatics leadership roles that will be critical to the successful
integration and sustainability of complex AIHTs in health organizations. The first role is a chief
nursing informatics officer (CNIO) to assist nurses and other executive leaders to make informed
clinical and business decisions to guide the procurement and implementation of AIHTs.8,120 As a
nursing executive with clinical and informatics expertise, the CNIO will be well-positioned to
advocate for the retention of essential and highly-valued elements of nursing care while
knowledgeably negotiating the transference of aspects of patient care that are amenable to ethical
and safe completion by robotic devices. The CNIO will also be a valuable partner in discussions
about appropriate care delivery models and new competencies required by nurse leaders in all roles
(i.e., from executive leadership to staff nurses) and to lead the technical aspects and the educational
programs for integration of AI in patient care. This role will be particularly important in large health
organizations.
The second nursing informatics leadership role is a nursing informatician with specialized knowledge
and skills pertinent to these emerging technologies. The role will connect people, information and
technology in virtual and digital models of care.8,109 Nursing informaticians will also have a key
leadership role in the management, analysis and interpretation of clinical data, ensuring the visibility
of nursing’s contribution to health outcomes.

Nurse Educators
Nurse educators in clinical practice and academic institutions also have an essential leadership role
to play in the successful integration of AI in nursing.88 Currently, there is a dearth of nursing faculty
with the technical skills and knowledge to prepare nursing students for emerging clinical
environments enriched with AIHTs. This is a significant challenge for the profession.88,97,109 This topic
is further discussed in the section, Implications for Nursing Education.
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Nursing and Health-System Policy
Proactive leadership will also be needed to develop new policies and procedures to support new
models of care, new nursing roles, new workflows, and the changes to nurses’ scope of
practice.4,67,96,101,121 For example, new policies are needed to address the ethical concerns pertaining
to the use of AI-powered predictive analytics and robotic devices in nursing.4,30,88,116 One such
concern pertains to the impact of AI on clinical judgment arising from the inability to validate the
accuracy of risk scores generated by AI-powered predictive analytics.122 The ability to provide clear
rationale for one’s clinical decisions is a fundamental ethical responsibility.122 Yet, many existing
professional codes of ethics and standards of practice do not address the current or future use of
AIHTs to assist in clinical decision-making.4 Professional codes of ethics and standards of practice
must clearly stipulate that the use of digital health technologies such as AIHTs is intended to
augment rather than replace nurses’ clinical judgment.4,123,124 In the United States, the American
Nurses Association’s Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements addresses this concern
with the statement: “Systems and technologies that assist in clinical practice are adjunct to, not
replacements for, the nurse’s knowledge and skill.” (p. 16)125
New nursing and health system policies will also be required to address concerns related to patient
safety and ethical practice.30 One such concern relates to the unintended consequences associated
with AIHTs that might potentially jeopardize patients’ health and well-being.30 For example, patients
may be harmed due to technology failures or malfunctioning or lapses in infection control measures
carried out by robots.126,127,128,129
AI in nursing also brings new privacy and ethical implications that require the enactment of
legislation and policies that eliminate or mitigate these concerns. Privacy concerns accentuated in
the literature centre around the volume of patient data required to realize the benefits of AI-powered
predictive analytics.118,130,131,132 Without adequate cyber security, patient privacy will be vulnerable to
cybercrimes with huge potential for data leaks.118,130,131,132
Other ethical concerns include the appropriateness of allowing patients to develop an emotional
attachment to robots, and the use of robots as a video surveillance system or “policing” method for
elderly patients in their homes.65,85,131,133 The question has also been raised about where
responsibility lies if negligence occurs through nurses’ use of AIHTs capable of performing tasks
independently.30,134,135 These privacy and ethical issues must be addressed in policy when
implementing AIHTs.
It is also important to identify and address real or potential health inequities related to AIHTs.116 For
instance, although these technologies have the potential to enhance access to care and healthservice delivery, they may also accentuate health inequities by increasing the digital divide.116 Due
diligence is required to ensure vulnerable populations and people in rural and remote areas have
access to continuous, co-ordinated care.116 In reality, people in rural and remote areas may have a
greater need for virtual care and remote patient monitoring than people living in urban areas.57
Health-system policy makers need to address the suboptimal levels of telecommunication
infrastructure in some rural and remote areas.
Lastly, the potential for algorithmic bias is another major concern with the increased use of AIpowered predictive analytics.109 The aforementioned challenges related to the lack of transparency
with predictive analytics increases the potential for bias in the data used to develop the algorithms
and for the technology to inadvertently reinforce existing societal inequities.109 The gravity of this
trend was addressed by Booth at al.: “As champions of social justice, nurses must generate not only
the skills and knowledge to participate in data science involving artificial intelligence, but also
become the voices for marginalized populations who stand to suffer the most from the automation of
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inequalities.” (p.15)109 These concerns reinforce the need for legislation to guide the design of robots
and predictive analytics that will support the nurse-technology interface in the age of AI.30

Nursing Research
Nurse researchers also have an important leadership role in the integration of AIHTs in nursing.
They need to address key knowledge gaps.136 For example, there is currently a paucity of empirical
evidence on: 1) the impact of these technologies on nurses, patients, families and caregivers; 2)
implementation facilitators and barriers; 3) potential or actual risks to patients, families and
caregivers; 4) patients’, families’, and caregivers’ experience of person- and family-centred
compassionate care; 5) issues related to access; and 6) short, medium and long-term cost-benefit,
financing and ethical considerations.
RNAO’s Person- and Family-Centred Care best practice guideline emphasizes that person- and
family-centred care is the anchor of nurses’ clinical care.148 Person- and family-centred
compassionate care is a core component of nursing practice, and as such, there is a need for deeper
inquiry and interdisciplinary research into the influences of AIHTs (e.g., robotic devices and
predictive analytics) on this phenomenon. Nurses are well-positioned to lead interdisciplinary inquiry
into this area of research, given our understanding of the complexities inherent in various clinical
contexts. Also invaluable is nurses’ ability to evaluate the technology’s safety, effectiveness,
compatibility with nursing workflows, and other factors likely to impact patients’ experiences and
health outcomes.68 Nurse-led research will ensure AIHTs are appropriately designed to meet the
needs of patients, rather than patients being made to fit the technology.61 For instance, nurse-led
interdisciplinary research to explore the design of smart home technology can help developers
understand real-world applications of the technology, ensuring meaningful data are displayed on
clinical dashboards that support virtual nursing care delivery models.55
With the growing acceptance of interconnected AI-powered technologies, researchers need to
reconsider the types of questions that can be asked and the types of analytical approaches available
to successfully analyze massive quantities of data.137 While the future of research in an AI-powered
health environment appears promising, researchers will also need to explore how central tenets of
the research process evolve with the presence or function of AIHTs. Subjects like research privacy,
ethics and informed consent will all need to be reinterpreted,109 in light of AIHTs that will likely
challenge traditional interpretations of these concepts and related methods in previous research
activities. For instance, topics related to equity and transparency of AIHTs used in health-care
activities should be immediately explored by nursing research, as a proactive mechanism from which
to build a foundation of knowledge expertise and insight in this emergent domain. Since many AIHTs
have the potential to revolutionize various activities in the health-care experience (sometimes
through largely invisible or subtle processes), nursing research needs to proactively lead this change
and assist in the development of structures to support new and emergent domains of research.
Given the forecasted surge in the use of AIHTs by nurses and patients, nursing research will require
adequate resources and talent to recognize emergent knowledge gaps that need filling for the
purposes of both policy makers and practitioners to ensure patients, families and the health system
continue to benefit from the unique and added value of the nursing role.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NURSING EDUCATION
“The transformation of curricula and professional practice focusing on interpersonal and
intrapersonal intelligence with attitudes that value human skills will ensure nursing’s place/role in a
society dominated by machines and scientific progress.” (p. 4) 80
As leaders, nurse educators in clinical practice and academic institutions have an essential role to
play in preparing nurses and nursing students for the future world of AIHTs. To help future-proof the
nursing workforce, educators must create a learning environment where nurses and nursing
students can evolve their understanding of novel nurse-patient interactions involving AIHTs
alongside other core nursing topics (e.g., therapeutic relationships, caring, physical presence).138
Through this experience, nurses and nursing students will gain insight on the extent to which new AI
technologies will impact existing communication patterns between patients, caregivers and other
members of the interprofessional team.80
Curricula will need to be assessed for its contemporary relevance and its ability to proactively
prepare nursing for health systems of the future, where the blending of roles, activities and decisionmaking between nurses and AIHTs becomes increasingly difficult to separate.109 More specific
educational requirements for nurses in clinical practice and for nursing students are detailed below.

Nurses in Clinical Practice
Nurses in clinical practice will require ongoing professional development opportunities (e.g., courses
and workshops) prior to the implementation of any AIHT.139,140 Effective use of AIHT may enable
nurses to use AI-powered predictive analytics to prioritize educational topics for their patients prior to
discharge. Further, nurses may also be able to use chatbots with digital avatars to augment their
health-teaching activities and/or provide opportunities for patient review and testing before
discharge. Clinical nurse educators will need curricula that teach nurses how to work with and relate
to robotic devices in terms of both receptivity and the requisite knowledge and skills. Nurses will also
require adequate preparation related to the use of AI-powered predictive analytics and the
management of large data sets, to understand how these systems work and to generate insights for
nursing-related activities.141,142
AIHTs will create a range of ethical, privacy and equity-related implications that will need to be
identified, mitigated and understood, and as such must be incorporated into nursing curricula as
important nursing and health-care topics.

Nursing Students
Undergraduate Education
Exposing students to robots and other intelligent technologies during their undergraduate education
will help to prepare them for future roles where they may use robotic devices to support patient
care.63 It is envisioned that in the future, there will also be the need for curricular revisions to include
opportunities for students to learn how to: assess and evaluate the safety and ethics of using robotic
devices for health-care activities; help patients select the appropriate AIHT to support their healthcare requirements; and troubleshoot technological issues that patients may experience that impact
well-being and quality care, and in some cases they may design robotic devices to enable specific
aspects of the nursing care process.63
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While contemporary nursing curricula should incorporate data/digital literacy, data governance and
privacy, and the ethical implications of AI across aspects of education,143 the embedding of
informatics content or other hybridized, interprofessional educational opportunities should also be
considered.97,98 For instance, undergraduate nursing programs that combine nursing and
engineering principles can advance the development of AIHTs and further assist nurses’
understanding of key principles underpinning the AIHTs they will likely encounter in the clinical
setting.66,63 To date, no universities have created an entirely new discipline (e.g. “nurseengineering”); however, two universities have created unique collaborations or joint degrees to
improve patient experiences and health system efficiencies using technology.66 Finally, authors have
discussed the importance of maintaining a continued focus on human communication competencies
and empathy in nursing undergraduate programs.80

Post-Graduate Education
Several articles highlight the need to integrate content on AI research design, basic engineering
concepts, privacy and the ethics of AI within the graduate nursing program.56,106,108,143 At the
doctorate level, the literature recommends including more in-depth content about predictive
modeling, biostatistical programming, data management, risk adjustment, multivariable regression,
machine learning, governance of big data and cyberthreats.108,143 Further, nursing education at the
post-graduate level should also explore a foundation in developing research talent related to the
implications of AI upon society and health services. Given the nuanced ethical, privacy and equity
implications that will likely arise from the use of AIHTs, post-graduate education should begin to
develop specific educational opportunities for nurses to gain expertise in a variety of future-forward
knowledge domains, including (but not limited to): 1) the impacts of algorithmic bias upon care
delivery and predictive analysis; 2) the increased interfacing of the roles of nurses and patients as
impacted by AIHTs; 3) the analysis and use of primary and secondary data, generated both actively
and passively through advanced AIHTs; 4) hidden or invisible implications and impacts of AIHTs
upon people, their health and their well-being; and, 5) how traditional research methods and theory
can be used, evolved or updated to better serve as methodologies within digital ecosystems where
traditional interpretations of various ways-of-knowing may no longer be accurate or appropriate.
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CONCLUSION
“…nurse leaders can amplify the voice of the profession as well as represent patient needs in this
technological evolution…” 106
Canadians support the use of AIHTs and virtual care delivery models to improve access to care and
augment the patient experience and health outcomes.18 The accelerated adoption of virtual care
delivery models in response to the COVID-19 pandemic has many members of the public and health
professionals alike hoping that the trend will persist after the pandemic wanes. Thus, Canada’s
growing interest in virtual care and AIHTs will likely converge as public demand for both increases.
RNAO and AMS Healthcare believe nurses have a shared responsibility to assess the health, ethical
and cost-benefits of emerging AIHTs, and to successfully integrate those technologies deemed
beneficial to nursing care, patients, communities and health-system outcomes. Strong and proactive
nursing leadership in all roles and sectors is required to guide discussions and influence decisions
about aspects of nursing care that can be safely performed by AIHTs and to advocate for those nonnegotiable aspects which must remain within nurses’ scope of practice to ensure safe, high-quality
clinical, and person- and family-centred, compassionate care.
This report has highlighted significant factors for nurse leaders in all roles and in all sectors to
consider as the nursing workforce prepares for future clinical environments enriched by AIHTs.
Nurse educators in clinical practice and academic institutions will be essential in leading efforts to
prepare nurses and nursing students for the future world of AIHTs. Nurse researchers will also have
an important role to play in leading interprofessional research in this area of inquiry and supporting
nursing practice by addressing key knowledge gaps.136
Forums are required to enable nurse leaders in all roles to gain a broader understanding of the
emerging AIHTs and their potential impact on nursing education, practice, administration, research
and policy, as well as on nurses’ caring paradigm. Forums for dialogue are important to stimulate
critical reflection and discussion on actions to shape the future, build capacity in executive nurse
leaders and the nursing workforce, and identify strategies to integrate these technologies in ways
that are aligned with nursing values.67
The recommendations in the next section of this report represent an RNAO-AMS joint call for the
profession and all stakeholders to engage, actively lead and co-create the future interface of AIHTs
and nursing within health systems in Canada and, more specifically, in Ontario. The future is already
here and the time to act is now.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
“This…[report] can help open needed dialogue around planning for the future and is a call to
action for the nursing profession to conceptualize its position on exponential technological
growth and fundamental care provision.” (p. 2479)67
The recommendations outlined below were formulated by the steering committee through a process
of consensus decision-making, informed by the scoping review. They are intended to: 1) support
efforts to prepare nurses and nursing students to leverage AIHTs to optimize clinical and, personand family-centred, compassionate care; and 2) facilitate the successful integration of emerging
AIHTs within the nursing profession. Among the 15 recommendations are eight (numbers 1 to 8) that
serve as a call for immediate action to establish a strong foundation upon which the remaining seven
recommendations will be built.

Recommendation
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Create forums for open dialogue between nurses and patients to
raise awareness of the patient-nursing-AIHT interface; gain
patients’ and nurses’ perspectives; and foster understanding of
the roles and responsibilities of nursing in shaping effective,
meaningful and ethical utilization of relevant AIHTs and timely
outcome evaluation.
Explore the impact of AI on patients, families, caregivers and
nurses and their perception of the delivery of person- and
family-centred compassionate care augmented by AIHTs.
Identify evidence-based best practices to guide ethical
implementation of appropriate AIHTs across the care continuum
to enhance person-centred, compassionate nursing care.
Identify new care delivery models, responsibilities and
competencies for nurses in all roles and sectors to support the
interface between nursing science, person- and family-centred
compassionate care and AI.
Conduct a thorough review and reform of nursing curricula to
ensure congruency of the nursing role with present needs and
future demands of emerging AIHTs.
Develop a strategic plan to build capacity for basic informatics
skills and data/digital literacy in the existing and future nursing
workforce.
Implement new and revised professional codes of ethics and
standards of practice that articulate nurses’ responsibilities and
accountabilities in relation to the use of AIHTs.
Prioritize rigorous, nurse-led interprofessional research to inform
policies and procedures to support the co-design, development,
implementation and evaluation of AIHTs in nursing.

Accountability
Professional associations in
partnership with nursing
leaders in all domains

Professional and labour
associations with nursing
leaders in all domains
RNAO and relevant
stakeholders
Professional associations in
partnership with nursing
leaders in all domains
Council of Ontario University
Programs in Nursing
(COUPN), College of applied
arts and Technology (CAATS)
COUPN, CAATS

Regulatory bodies,
professional associations
Nurse researchers in all
domains
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Recommendation
9.

Engage patients, families, caregivers and nurses in all phases
of the co-design and implementation of AIHTs (i.e., from needs
assessment to outcome evaluation).

10. Actively pursue ongoing continuing education for professional
growth and development in basic informatics knowledge and
skills, as well as data/digital literacy.
11. Advocate for the inclusion of data from marginalized populations
in AI-powered predictive algorithms that will enable analytics
that serve to address health inequities and prevent bias.
12. Advocate for access to AIHTs that are beneficial for all
marginalized communities.
13. Fully utilize nurse informaticians in collaboration with other
health professionals and disciplines to guide the design,
procurement, implementation and evaluation of AIHTs.
14. Create a forum for open dialogue to develop national, provincial
and territorial strategic plans to guide discussion on the costbenefit of AIHTs in nursing, paying close attention to the
congruency with ethical practice design, implementation and
evaluation frameworks.
15. Advocate for new and revised evidence-based legislation and
policies to protect patients’ safety and privacy and preserve
person- and family-centred compassionate care when
implementing AIHTs across the care continuum.

Accountability
Governments, Ontario
Health, professional
associations and nursing
leaders in all domains
Professional and labour
associations, academic
institutions and health
organizations
Professional associations
and civil society groups
Professional associations
and civil society groups
Health organizations in all
sectors
Professional and labour
associations

Professional, labour and
sector associations,
governments, academic
institutions and health
organizations
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY
Artificial Intelligence: A collection of techniques used to teach computers to simulate human
learning, reasoning, communication and decision-making.4
Artificially Intelligent Care Provider (AICP): AI-powered health technology designed to simulate the
actions of human care providers. They exist in various forms, such as avatars and robots (humanoid
or non-humanoid). AICPs have been used to provide health teaching and coaching, assist with
medication adherence, and direct individuals to relevant health-care resources.30
Avatar: A graphical representation of a character in a computer application (“App”).32
Case Management/Care Co-ordination: A model of nursing care delivery in which patients are
assigned to case managers (typically registered nurses), who develop and oversee their plan of care
and co-ordinate services to address their health-care needs.9
Chatbot: A computer system that uses AI to simulate interactive human conversation via text or
speech. 32
Health Informatics: The integration of “health-care science, computer science, information science,
and cognitive science to assist in the management of health-care information”. (p. 232)146
Humanoid Robot: A robot designed with characteristics similar to those of a human.64
Nursing Informatics: The integration of “nursing, its information and knowledge and their
management with information and communication technologies to promote the health of people,
families and communities worldwide” (para 1)144
Machine Learning: A type of AI that uses algorithms to derive knowledge from data by interpreting
the data independently and without being explicitly programmed. As more data are presented to the
ML application, the computer learns from the data and corrects the output.4
Personal Care Robot: A robot designed to provide assistance with an individual’s physical needs
(e.g., hygiene or activities of daily living).63
Predictive Analytics: A branch of data analytics that uses various techniques, including machine
learning, to analyze patterns in data and predict future outcomes.37
Robotics: The “design, construction and use of machines (robots) to perform tasks done traditionally
by human beings.”145
Service Robot: A robot designed to perform specific tasks with or without human intervention (e.g.,
transportation of supplies).68
Smart Healthcare: A system that uses advanced technologies (e.g., wearable devices and AI) to
access information and connect people and institutions to support health care. 52
Social Assistive Robots: Robots designed to provide emotional support for patients.65
Team-Based Nursing: A model of care delivery in which a team of nurses is assigned to care for a
group of patients based on their physical location.9
Telepresence Robot: A robot designed with a video screen mounted on a moving pedestal.62
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APPENDIX B: RNAO PRISMA FLOW DIAGRAM

Adapted from Moher et al.147

